
ADAS RECALIBRATION SYSTEM

SAVE TIME
WITH THE FASTEST

MOST EFFICIENT
ADAS RECALIBRATION 

SYSTEM  
EZ-ADAS ™



REV UP
REVENUE

UP TO 40% fewer steps tHAN  
OTHER AFTERMARKET ADAS SYSTEMS

Ready or not, ADAS equipped 
vehicles will pull into your shop. 
ADAS creates new challenges for 
all repair shops and even small 
repairs can result in the need for 
recalibration. 

The EZ-ADAS™ Recalibration 
System is an innovative collection 
of precision tools with leading-
edge design. It features intuitive, 
laser-guided target placement 
that ensures accurate and error-
free positioning to increase shop 
productivity.

MOST RELIABLE RECALIBRATION 
SYSTEM FOR ADAS EQUIPPED 
VEHICLES



includes
diagnostic

input Values

UP TO 40% fewer steps tHAN  
OTHER AFTERMARKET ADAS SYSTEMS

Fold-up and Roll Away
Space-saving design reduces the need 
for extra shop storage.

Laser Technology
Laser-guided positioning for a fast and 
accurate target placement.

Mirror Laser Stand 
Easy centerline setup using mirror 
stand for accurate positioning.

- Puts the data right at your fingertips

- Simple step-by-step setup instructions

Patent-Pending Target Positioning 
Target placement guides with OEM 
specifications.

EZ-Adas extended Mobile App 
Get access to real-time data for OEM 
diagnostic updates and ADAS setup.

UNIQUE OEM-BASED CENTERLINE SETUP PROCESS
We’ve taken the time to understand the OEM procedures so you 
don’t have to. Our target placement guide uses clear, easy steps 
directly identified from the OEM to eliminate uncertainty.

Many OEMs require vehicles to be recalibrated after wheel 
alignment. Pairing EZ-ADAS™ with a Hofmann® wheel alignment 
system allows you to validate OEM requirements for  
recalibration needs.

Sold separately



REAR CAMERA TARGETS RADAR REFLECTORS
ACURA® | HONDA® | LEXUS® |   

MAZDA® | TOYOTA®

MITSUBISHI®

SUBARU®

BASIC KIT
FRONT CAMERA TARGETS FRONT camera targets

DELUXE KIT

Includes all targets from Basic Kit
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For more information regarding the EZ-ADAS™ Recalibration System
call 800.251.4500 (US) or 800.267.2185 (Canada)
www.hofmann-equipment.com

SUBARU® MAZDA®

TOYOTA® | LEXUS®

VOLKSWAGEN® | AUDI®

MERCEDES BENZ®

MAZDA®

NISSAN® | INFINITI® NISSAN® | INFINITI®

HONDA® | ACURA®

HONDA® | ACURA®

HYUNDAI® | KIA®

MERCEDES BENZ®

VOLKSWAGEN® | AUDI®

TOYOTA® | LEXUS®

ez-adas™
recalibration kit


